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NEW QUESTION: 1
Based on the information provided, what is the status of the
network? (Select two.)
A. Posture check is enabled for firewall client application in
Windows 7 OS.
B. Auto remediation cannot force the client to enable the
firewall, it can only send notification to the user.
C. Auto remediation can force the client to enable the firewall
and also sends a notification to user.
D. Posture check is enabled for Windows 7 OS.
E. Auto remediation is enabled, hence the client will be forced
to enable the firewallif it is found disabled.
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Webbed feet enable ducks to swim better by
A. preventing particles from being stuck between the duck's
toes.
B. making the ducks aerodynamic.
C. making the duck less dense.
D. increasing the surface area with which ducks propel water.
E. increasing the rate of heat loss, so that ducks can cool

down faster.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Webbed feet enable ducks to swim better by increasing the
surface area on their feet. In swimming, being hydrodynamic,
not aerodynamic, is important (choice a). Stuck particles
between a duck's toes, choice c, would most likely not be a
frequent problem. Webbed feet would not affect the duck's
density, choice d, by much. The rate of heat loss, choice e,
may be slightly higher because of larger surface area, but heat
loss is not essential for swimming.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following frameworks defines ERM as the discipline
by which an organization in any industry assesses, controls,
exploits, finances, and monitors risks from all sources for the
purpose of increasing the organization's short- and long-term
value to its stakeholders?
A. Casualty Actuarial Society framework
B. COBIT
C. Val IT
D. COSO ERM framework
Answer: A
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